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#EFSHORIZONS #TEAMWORK

The strength of the
team is each member
The strength of each
member is the team
~Phil Jackson
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Hello EFS Family,
I hope everyone is doing
well and finding ways to
beat the summer heat by
staying indoors or taking a
short break to any country
cooler :)
The third issue of the
Horizons newsletter talks
about TEAMWORK and
how if we put all our minds
together, nothing is impossible.
The Group Communications is a fairly new
function, and I have to stay that without the
support of my colleagues across all Op-cos
and functions, we would not be able to deliver
on any of our endeavors .
On this issue of the newsletter we touch bases
with all our OPCOS and have also include a
new section; The EFS Feature Story.
I do encourage all of you to please share your
comments and feedback on the newsletter to
group.communications@efsme.com to help us
understand your thoughts better and deliver
an exciting newsletter every single time.
Until next time CIAOO...
Happy Reading !!

Ananya Mundakal
Group Communications Manager
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CEO’S MESSAGE

Empowered Teamwork

Dear Readers,
There are several numbers behind
strengths, and there is also strength in
numbers, but one and only one factor
that runs through business successes
is teamwork.
It is true that Teamwork can achieve
results that surpass the sum of
individual parts. It harnesses and taps
into the combined talent, and skills.
However this is also a fact that the
foundation of sustainable teamwork
begins with high motivation, driven by
clearly defined mission and vision, that
is effectively communicated down the
leadership chain. A good team works
blooms in an environment of mutual
respect, a combined sense of purpose
and needs collaborative resolve to
overcome common weakness and
leveraging strengths.

Talent wins games,
but Teamwork and
Intelligence wins
Championships
- Michael Jordan

The basis of any collaboration is about
self-assessment and innate ability
to allow others to improve upon their
weakness. Ideally, we as a team
should share a common vision to
grow and look forward to achieving a
common goal. This indeed is relevant
for companies like us that are going
through a transformation.
In the last seven years, most of our
accomplishments at EFS is the
outcome of a great teamwork across
our operations that not only delivered
strong results but also helped to build
a truly collaborative enterprise. Our
successes in this regard at some of
our most challenging projects such
as Musanada, HSBC Egypt, Mubadala,
Etihad, etc. is a visible demonstration
of our successes.
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When we dig deep into the success of
the projects internally and externally,
we understand that success lies in the
dynamics of outstanding collaboration.
Fostering a “one team one goal”
approach has been an essential
element of our DNA, and in context to
its benefits we have only touched the
tip of the iceberg so imagine how much
of these results we can reap in the
future !!!!
Furthermore, all workplaces who
leverage the benefit of collaborative
workforce culture,
need to have
fundamentals in place, to achieve
preset goals on productivity, happiness,
welfare, financial support and to accrue
other related benefits. An environment
and leadership that encourages,
recognizes and rewards collaboration,
is vital to usher in a positive framework
and team spirit.
Therefore,
to
achieve
ultimate
happiness, we need to ensure that
employees’ most basic principles
in life, i.e., Values, Collaboration,
and Passion, are always intact and
organizational goals are aligned with
them. The human touch should be
visible in all activities and all aspects
of daily work, and affect the lives of not
just the EFS team, but beyond to their
families as well, and make an impact
on their careers and social life.

Tariq Chauhan
Group Chief Executive Officer
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KNOW YOUR MANAGEMENT

Shabeena Ansari

Dana Al Hasan

Mrs. Shabeena Ansari is the General Manager (GM) –
Information Technology for EFS Facilities services. She
leads and manages a diverse team of highly trained IT
professionals across EFS’s global landscape.

Ms. Dana Al Hasan is the Assistant General Manager
(AGM) heading Business Development at EFS Facilities
Services. She leads the International & Regional segment
of business development directly reporting to the Board
of Management.

General Manager - Information Technology
EFS Facilities Services Group

Assistant General Manager Business Development
EFS Facilities Services Group

Mrs. Shabeena is a strategic, goal – oriented business
leader with over 16+ years of experience across various
industries including government, finance, aviation
and technology. She has worked on various project
management roles possessing deep knowledge of
maintaining, organizing, implementing and developing
information systems and software. Prior to joining EFS,
she has worked with Dubai Airports, KOL Corporation
and Pie India Limited.

Ms. Dana is an enigmatic business professional with
over 10 years of experience with specialized skills in bid
management and has successful track record of securing
profitable business opportunities. She has extensive
know-how in the conversion of business pipelines
into winning bids, networking, and client relationship
management. Prior to joining EFS, she has worked
with organizations namely Musanada PJSC and Tejari
Solutions Company Limited.

Mrs. Shabeena is an MBA graduate from the prestigious
SP Jain School of Business Management – Deans List
with specializations in Operations and Finance. She also
holds IATA and ITL certifications and undergone training
courses on project management, airport management
and safety management.
JUL TO SEP 2017

Ms. Dana has graduated from York University, Canada
with majors in Finance and Business Development.
She has also obtained the 2017 MEIRC Professional
Certification on business development.
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IN THE SHOES OF...
Mr. Anil Godfrey
Every executive travels for a specific business
purpose, and it’s my duty and responsibility to
ensure that they are able to show up for their
appointments on schedule.

Executive - Travel Desk
EFS Facilities Services Group

Introduce yourself to us and your journey at EFS?
My name is Anil Godfrey and I have been with
EFS since March 2014. I initially joined as a travel
coordinator and was subsequently promoted to
my current position as Executive – Travel Desk.

country immediately from the airport. Luckily, we
could arrange her travel to Hong Kong, which gave
us time to prepare her documentation properly,
which allowed her to enter china later. That was a
learning lesson for me.

Describe a typical hectic day at work for you?
Almost every day consists of deadlines and
pressure. The most stressful days are the ones
when our top management (CEO and Chairman)
are travelling. I take extra care and precautions to
ensure that there are no mishaps with the flight
and hotel bookings, as well as the airport transfers.
Every executive travels for a specific business
purpose, and it’s my duty and responsibility to
ensure that they are able to show up for their
appointments on schedule.

What are your hobbies?
I love to travel and enjoy fishing over the weekend.
Catching fresh fish and then cooking it at home is
a delightful experience altogether.
Your Words of Wisdom to share with everybody on
Life, Health & Family
• Life
– Keep your friends close and your
enemies even closer
• Health - Health is Wealth
• Family - Always maintain a healthy work
life balance

Do you have any crazy stories from the EFS Travel
Desk?
I do regret the one instance when I made bookings
for the AGM – Business Development (Ms. Dana
Al Hasan) for a visit to China without checking the
Visa requirements thoroughly. She was held up at
the airport on arrival by the Chinese Immigration
authorities, and unfortunately had to exit the

3 Random Facts about you
i. I am a bathroom singer
ii. I love to dance
iii. I am an economics graduate, and was
actively interested in politics in my early
years
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FEATURE STORY
In this quarter’s feature, we catch up
with Mr. Shahzad Jahangeer & Mr. Adam
Shamim to talk about the Musanada
Project, the challenges and difficulties
faced during pre & post mobilization
phase and the TEAMWORK that helped
them succeed.

SHAHZAD
JAHANGEER

GM Abu Dhabi Operations
EFS Facilities Services Group

Coming Together is

a Beginning

ADAM

Staying Together is

Progress

SHAMIM

AGM Operations
EFS Facilities Services Group

Working Together is

Success

JUL TO SEP 2017
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1.

Introduce yourself!! 3 FUN FACTS

Adam Shamim / AGM operations
I believe I have a Good Sense of Humour. I have a tendency to go hyper sometimes.
I’m also impatient by nature.
Shahzad Jahangeer / GM Abu Dhabi Operations
I Can’t live without my morning coffee. I love to travel. I tend to smile by myself often.
But you ought to know that when you see me smiling, rest assured that there’s
something real serious going on in the brain!

Training for Musanada Staff

2.

The Musanada Project is one of our largest projects till date. What was the biggest
challenge for you?

Adam
The biggest challenge for me was the mobilization phase. Acquiring the necessary
manpower skill-set, to putting a team together and instilling passion about EFS
within the employees took some effort. I did this by making them realize that
this (Musanada) is one of our biggest projects till date, and that they were part of
something historic.
Shahzad
I believe that success does not come without big challenges. For any project
management, various challenges exist. Some are immediately visible, while
others spring at you at an unexpected time. The biggest challenge in the recent
Musanada project was the ambiguous contingency plan. It is important for the
project management team to plan alternate directions for “what if” scenarios. If
contingencies are not identified, the entire project can become lost in an unexpected
set of problems. With such a macro scale project, the number of “what ifs” increases
and planning for each of them was the biggest challenge.

8
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3.

How did you prepare towards the mobilization of the project?

Adam
I was not part of the initial mobilization. I joined the team on the 5th day of
mobilization. I didn’t know what I was getting into.

Shahzad
Division of responsibilities is based on the skill-sets, experience, and knowledge
of various team members, is crucial. Individual commitment to a group effort,
is the essence of team work. We ensured that every team member had clearly
defined roles and responsibilities, which they were required to deliver on. I
would take this opportunity to thank all the team members for their efforts, HR,
Procurement, Quality Assurance, Finance, Administration, Transport, HSE and
Operations. Had it not been for a joint effort, the mobilization would not have
been as successful. Though we may have had hiccups, we succeeded as a team.

Walk behind sweeping machine
training in Al Badiya School, Al Ain
Musanada Project Cluster 11 Team

4.

What was the strategy you and your team adopted?
Adam
The strategy was getting to know the team, skill sets and the people involved,
understanding current problems and the dynamics of the contract and where
the shortfalls were.

Shahzad
We entrusted the team to deploy their expertise in their specializations, and
deliver their best shot in their domain. We also reviewed and adjusted our
strategy, realigning and redirecting to ensure sustainability.

JUL TO SEP 2017
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BICS,& HSEQ Training for Al Ain
Cluster C0 staffs and refreshment for
Musanada project team.

5.

How did teamwork play a critical role for this project?

Adam
Management have a set of expectations targets, which are translated into specific
directions for on-site staff. The onus of execution always falls on the actual people on
the ground. To gain the ground team’s confidence, it was vital for the management to
offer them the required level of support. Managing the teamwork between different
departments through periodic, and clear communication, played a key role in getting
various working styles and cultures aligned towards one common goal of being
successful and results oriented.
Shahzad
As is said often, without team work nothing was possible. It has surely been a team effort
and we can only thrive with efficient teamwork. That’s how critical the teamwork is.

Practical Training for scrubbing
machines usage, Al Ain Musanada
project cluster 07 team.
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6.

What was the largest nightmare you faced and how did you tackle it?

Adam
The largest nightmare was the first meeting I had with the client. It was a challenge
to deal with their sky-high expectations, as well as convince them about our
deliverables. I had to personally oversee daily tasks and be on-site, which presented
physically and mentally challenging long hours, difficult conditions, late night work
timings and very limited resources with which to manage such a large team.

Shahzad
The most difficult time we faced was when we were short of janitorial staff. This
shortage had an immediate impact on our service delivery. With facilities like schools
and mosques, we couldn’t compromise on cleanliness standards. This was where
our contingency planning stepped in. We aligned our operational roles, extended
working hours, and added to the responsibilities throughout the management chain.
The HR and procurement teams collaborated to support the operations teams, and
our ground staff rose to the occasion, as our supervisors and coordinators, and other
personnel worked beyond their normal duty hours.

7.

Has this been a learning for you? If so, how and what will take away from this project?

Adam
The important lesson I will take away is the art of people management. Working with
and managing a team of different people, nationalities, expectations and working
towards the same goals. The most heartening response is when you see a positive
response on the project, and receive appreciation from the client and the team.
Shahzad
Projects are transitory by nature, but what stays with us are their contributions to
our learning, experience and skills. To mitigate the challenges and deliver results,
one had to empower our teams. To my colleagues, I would suggest that we learn
to trust our teams (subordinates and seniors), maintain a healthy relationship with
them and empower them. We also discovered two facets about EFS during this
massive mobilization. 1) The EFS team always seek challenges & 2) We are learning
from doing.

JUL TO SEP 2017
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BE INSPIRED
Mrs. Nawal Majeed

In Bahrain and at the heart of exceptional Guest
Service delivery is Nawal Majeed, the EFS Front of
House Leader for Concierge and Guest Service at
Bahrain Financial Harbour.
Formerly in the help-desk, Nawal was promoted
to run the entire front of house and Guest
Service delivery of the estate. And this job she
does exceptionally well, but don’t take our word
for it; our client describes her as ‘amazing’ or
‘outstanding’ and says ‘Nawal is just brilliant’!
High praise indeed.
Nawal’s working philosophy is simple,
(1) Listen to client and Guest feedback and
(2) take affirmative action to ensure continuous
improvement in service delivery.

to guarantee all Guests and Tenants are looked
after as if it were her own home. So much so that
in 2016, the EFS Guest Service team at Bahrain
Financial Harbour welcomed over 115,000 visitors
with zero complaints; only praise – WOW!

Both are invaluable traits in an EFS Leader and
both critical in the service industry. But Nawal also
does something instinctively; she never accepts
mediocrity and drives and supports the team in
equal measure to deliver their best every minute
of every day!

Not bad from someone who once was hidden in
help-desk but is now recognized as the face of
EFS Guest Service in Bahrain.
If you want to seek inspiration from someone who
naturally exudes it, spend some time with Nawal,
we guarantee it will rub off on you.

All challenges are undertaken and overcome
with a smile, a positive attitude and a willingness
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Share this Story

EFS SUPERSTAR
Mr. Sathish Subbarayalu

Engineering industry and has gained 19 years of
considerable experience.
Mr. Sathish has made a mark in EFS with his
consistent results and high performance. He
is known for cultivating positive relationships
with our clients, and has earned their trust and
appreciation. He is viewed as a reliable performer
who can be counted on to take ownership on each
task assigned to him.
Recently, Mr. Sathish was noted for his dedication
and support in helping EFS deal with the Chennai
Flood Restoration activities, as well as various
shutdown activities and UPS systems shifting, in
addition to his valuable contribution in helping
EFS India secure P6 (ad-hoc) business.
A wonderful aspect of EFS’s diverse and
experienced workforce is that we are surrounded
by champions who inspire us with their dedication,
drive, sincerity, motivation, and perseverance.
Mr. Sathish Subbarayalu is an Engineer on the
DLF Tower project for EFS India. Among the
longest tenured employees with EFS India, Mr.
Sathish began his EFS career as an Engineering
Assistant back in September 2008.

He aspires to gain enough knowledge and backing
to eventually launch his own business in his area
of expertise.
He is blessed with a loving and caring family who
support his career and personal aspirations.
His family consists of his wife Mrs. Sripriya
Subbarayulu (who is a homemaker) and his son
Adarsh Subbarayulu, who is currently studying
in the third standard (grade 3) and are based in
Thirumullaivoyal suburb in Chennai.

Hailing from Arcot village in Vellore district in
Tamil Nadu, Sathish grew up in a close-knit family,
guided by his father Mr. Subbarayalu, (a Farmer
by profession) and his mother Mrs. Chandra
Subbarayalu (a home maker).

His favourite way to unwind is to watch an exciting
game of Cricket, like the Rest of India.
Mr. Sathish, we salute your spirit, positive attitude,
and commitment to EFS. We are delighted to
recognise your achievements and efforts and
declare you as a true EFS Superstar!

Driven by an ambition to move to a big city and
establish a career, Mr. Sathish obtained his
ITI Wireman certification from Vellore in 1998.
Subsequently, he started his career in the

Share this Story
JUL TO SEP 2017
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EFS CASE STUDY
Twofour 54
Twofour54 is a tax-free media and entertainment free zone based in Abu
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates that facilitates the development of Arabic media
and entertainment content in the region. The company works with businesses
in television, radio, film, publishing, online, mobile, music, gaming and
animation to create local content and grow the Arab media industry.
twofour54 splits its operation across two campuses in Abu Dhabi. The
main campus (which hosts its partner businesses in addition to majority of
twofour54’s corporate offices) is located at Khalifa Park, while the studios,
production and post production facilities are located adjacent to the National
Theater, Abu Dhabi.

EFS Engagement

Twofour54 appointed EFS to provide 24x7 Integrated Facilities Management
services for seven sites located on the campus including a dedicated staff
accommodation facility. The twofour54 campus spans an area measuring over
875,000 sq. ft. with a peak occupancy of around 1,000 full time end users.
EFS personnel achieve nearly 39,000 manhours every month to ensure the
smooth running of daily operations of the offices and studios located on the
campuses. To overcome the challenge of coordinating services to meet the
varying nature of requirements for tenants and clients, EFS created internal
work zones with dedicated human resources allocated to each zone. This
allowed EFS to create customized FM services solutions that were apt for
the clients in each zone, which enabled EFS to achieve 24 hour proactive FM
engagement on the campus.

Scope of Work

ff Integrated facilities management services
}} Hard services
ff Maintenance of MEP installations and equipment including BMS
Systems, CCUs, chillers, plumbing systems, access controls, CCTV,
FF & FA systems, UPS, water treatment plants, cradle system and
elevators
ff Miscellaneous services such as signage, façade cleaning, HSEQ, help
desk/CAFM support, and consumable supplies
ff Soft services
ff Management of soft services such as pest control, hospitality services,
waste management and furniture inventory management
14
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INDUSTRY NEWS
BOOKINGS OPEN FOR FIRST PHASE OF BIFM ACADEMY TRAINING COURSES
IFM Academy courses have become available to purchase for all facilities
management professionals. The courses, which can be booked online, offer a
solution for FM professionals looking to fill skills gaps identified throughout any
stage in their career.
http://www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/training/upcomingcourses.

Expo 2020 Dubai team to float RFIs for FM contracts
The Expo 2020 Dubai team is set to begin procuring facility
management (FM) contracts, and has called on cleaning and
landscaping companies to explore opportunities related to the mega
event. An upcoming event under the Expo team’s Meet the Buyer
series will “be the perfect opportunity for companies with expertise
in FM, including small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), to
connect with Expo as it starts its search for potential contractors”.

VAT roll-out to trigger GCC’s digital transformation The implementation of
Valued Added Tax (VAT) in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries next year will
be a trigger for a massive wave of digital transformation as businesses prepare to
ensure compliance with the new tax law, according to a new study by Oracle and
Harvard Business Review (HBR). The study, based on a poll of 450 senior company
executives from across the GCC, reveals 73 per cent of businesses consider VAT
implementation a key opportunity to initiate wider digital transformation projects
within their organisations.

10 best and worst destinations for expats worldwide in 2017
BEST Ranked Countries
1
Bahrain
2
Costa Rica
3
Mexico
4
Taiwan
5
Portugal
6
New Zealand
7
Malta
8
Colombia
9
Singapore
10
Spain
Bahrain surprisingly leaped from 19th
position to take 1st place this year. Bahrain,
Costa Rica and Mexico rank high on
friendliness – nearly nine out of ten expats
(86%) rate the friendly attitude of the local
population towards foreign residents
positively in all three countries, compared to
a global average of 67 percent.

WORST Ranked Countries
65
Greece
64
Kuwait
63
Nigeria
62
Brazil
61
Saudi Arabia
60
Italy
59
Ukraine
58
Qatar
57
India
56
Turkey
The main issue for most seems to be a lack of career
prospects, as about three in ten expats rate this factor
negatively in seven of the named destinations, with Greece
having the worst score (60 per cent). Quality of life remains
a major issue in Kuwait and Nigeria: almost one quarter of
the expats surveyed in Kuwait (23 per cent) are unhappy with
their life in general, compared to the global average of 10 per
cent. © Gulf News 2017
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EFS SIGHTINGS

EFS Employees attending Fire Fighting course Approved
from OSHO #EFS_Bahrain

EFS Staff enrolled in Heart saver First Aid CPR AED
#EFS_Bahrain

Mr. Salim’s Birthday #EFS_SaudiArabia

JUL TO SEP 2017
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EFS Egypt Ramadan Iftar #EFS_Egypt

EFS Egypt Ramadan Iftar #EFS_Egypt
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EFS India Father’s Day #EFS_India #EFS_Delhi

EFS India Fath

er ’s Day #EFS

_India #EFS_D
elhi

_Delhi
FS_India #EFS

er ’s Day #E
EFS India Fath

EFS India Father’s Day #EFS_India
#EFS_Bangalore

EFS India Mother’s Day #EFS_India
#EFS_Bangalore

EFS India Mothe
r’s Day #EFS_I
ndia
#EFS_Bangalo
re
EFS India Mother’s Day #EFS_India
#EFS_Bangalore
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World Environmental Day @EFS_India
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R&R @EFS_India #MicrosoftIndiaNoida
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R&R @EFS_India #RBS
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Semi Annual Staff Recognition Event 2017
EFS Kuwait #EFS_Kuwait

Semi Annual Staff Recognition Event 2017
EFS Kuwait #EFS_Kuwait
Employee of the Month
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Semi Annual Staff Recognition Event 2017
EFS Kuwait #EFS_Kuwait
Employee of the Month

Semi Annual Staff Recognition Event 2017
EFS Kuwait #EFS_Kuwait Employee of the Month
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EFS Qatar Iftar 2017 @EFS_Qatar
EFS Qatar Iftar 2017 @EFS_Qatar

tar If

EFS Qa

Qatar

@EFS_
tar 2017

EFS Qatar Employee of the Month
@EFS_Qatar

the Month
EFS Qatar Employee of
@EFS_Qatar

EFS Qatar Employee of the Month
@EFS_Qatar
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Abu Dhabi New Office @EFS_UAE
Abu Dhabi New Office @EFS_UAE

Abu Dhabi New Office @EFS_UAE

Abu Dhabi New Office @EFS_UAE

Abu Dhabi New Office @EFS_UAE

EFS Iftar 2017 @EFS_UAE
JUL TO SEP 2017
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Suhoor Abu Dhabi

Suhoor Al Ain

@EFS_UAE

@EFS_UAE
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EFS Iftar 2017 @EFS_UAE
EFS Iftar 2017 @EFS_UAE

EFS Iftar 2017 @EFS_UAE
EFS Iftar 2017 @EFS_UAE

EFS Iftar 2017 @EFS_UAE

EFS Iftar 2017 @EFS_UAE
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Mustafa Qayser, Facilities Manager was one of the
nominated names by Musanada Abu Dhabi as the
contingency in charge and it is a great honor to represent
EFS team who participated in the contingency plan
during the last storm in UAE @EFS_UAE

Gettogether #BBQ_Night @EFS_UAE

Gettogether #BBQ_Night @EFS_UAE

Health Check-up @EFS_UAE

Tea n Talk Session Female Camp @EFS_UAE
26
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Tea n Talk Session Male Camp @EFS_UAE

Walk-in Interview @EFS_UAE

Walk-in Interview @EFS_UAE

Walk-in Interview @EFS_UAE

Walk-in Interview @EFS_UAE
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT
HAVE YOU SEEN HER?

It has been 141 years, and the body of Catherine Labouré is still intact. Labouré
died on December 31, 1876. She was only 70 years old. The Paris Cardinal Verdier
opened her tomb in 1933 to find that, after 57 years, her body remained intact. It
was said that her crystal blue eyes were still bold and striking. Believe it or not,
after 141 years, her body is still in perfect condition. You can find her encased in
a glass coffin at the altar in the chapel of our lady of the miraculous medal at 140
rue du bac in Paris, France.

THREE MUTILATED VAMPIRE SKELETONS WERE
FOUND IN WEST POLAND.
Believe it or not, the three graves date back to the
13th and 14th centuries. They were not buried in
the cemetery but at the town’s edge in the village
of górzyca. Polish archaeologists say that the
mangled corpses displayed holes in their spines,
what others like to consider: a stake to the heart.
These graves were not a coincidence. They were
strategically concealed vampire burials.
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BABY GOT BELLY!
This overweight monkey called Uncle Fat
is now 60 pounds -three times the size of
a macaque– because of his addiction to
junk food. Uncle Fat enjoys milkshakes,
sweetcorn, noodles and sweet melons.
Uncle Fat had a group of subordinate
monkeys who continuously helped him
indulge in his feeding frenzy, but when
done, would redistribute whatever was
not consumed to his minions and the
younger monkeys.

CHESS BOXING WILL TEST
YOUR BODY AND BRAIN

Whether you choose to call it a hybrid fighting sport, or hybrid board game, chess boxing
is exactly what you think it would be. Two opponents play a game of chess for one round,
then box for another, and repeat. A win is decided by a checkmate or knock-out. If the
chess match ends in a tie, the match is decided by technical points, and if that’s a tie, the
black chess player wins.
JUL TO SEP 2017
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EMAIL ETIQUETTES

ff

To help recipients prioritize email, make the subject line specific.

ff

Email is a form of professional communication and it is also the property of the employer.
Never write anything that would make you uncomfortable if it were published.

ff

Don’t send an email of you are angry or emotional. Cool off, and then review your
response. You may find you want to send a more tactful message.

ff

Be careful about identifying some email as “urgent”. Use this warning sparingly, or you
may find yourself in the same predicament as the boy who cried wolf too often.

ff

Be discriminating when sending lengthy attachments. They take time to download, as
well as time to read.

ff

When replying to a question, copy only the question in your email, then provide your
response. Don’t send a message that only reads, “Yes.” It’s too blunt and the message
could confuse the reader.

ff

If you have not had correspondence with someone, introduce yourself with your first
email by identifying your company, area of interest, background, etc.

ff

Use the official email signature of the company for all communications. Ensure that all
the details on the signature are accurate and not modified as per personal preferences.

ff

DON’T TYPE IN ALL CAPS. This can be perceived as “shouting” via email.

ff

Do not send emails in Red. This can be perceived as aggressive.

ff

If you aren’t able to check your email for a period of time, be sure to leave an outgoing
message indicating the date when you will be reading and responding to your messages.

Good email etiquette maintains that you do your best to respond to business communications
as soon as possible. When you do not respond promptly, you come across as un-organised and
unconcerned.
30
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Send in your thoughts, suggestions, and write-ups to group.communications@efsme.com
to be featured in the next issue of EFS Horizons !!

